Abstract: When liquid molecules are confined in a narrow gap between smooth surfaces, their dynamic properties are completely different from those of the bulk. The molecular motions are highly restricted and the system exhibits solid-like responses when sheared slowly. This solidification behavior is very dependent on the molecular geometry (shape) of liquids because the solidification is induced by the packing of molecules into ordered structures in confinement. This paper reviews the measurements of confined structures and friction of symmetric and asymmetric liquid lubricants using the surface forces apparatus. The results show subtle and complex friction mechanisms at the molecular scale.
Introduction
Tribological properties of the molecularly thin films of a liquid lubricant confined between smooth surfaces are of importance in many academic research areas, as well as a great variety of practical applications. When the distance between the two surfaces (thickness of an intervening liquid film) is decreased to the order of a few molecular diameters, the molecular motions are highly restricted and the dynamic properties of the system cannot be understood simply by intuitive extrapolation of bulk rheological properties of the liquid [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This is an essential issue for developing and sustaining technologies such as the hard disk drives used for magnetic data storage and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). In addition, the tribological properties of liquids in nanoscale confinement are also
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important for the fundamental understanding of macroscopic or realistic tribology of liquid lubricated surfaces. Most of the practical or engineering surfaces are not molecularly smooth, but rough. The contact between the two surfaces occurs at protruding asperities where the intervening lubricant molecules are in nanoscale confinement. The nanotribology of liquid lubricants confined between smooth surfaces studied in this paper represents an ideal model for the sliding at a single asperity contact of rough surfaces.
There are two major experimental approaches to investigate the nanotribology of liquids in confinement: the surface forces apparatus (SFA) [1, [8] [9] [10] and the atomic force microscope (AFM) [11] . The SFA measures the interaction between molecularly smooth mica surfaces (probe radius R ≈ 1 cm) separated by a thin liquid film. The true contact area, the local load and pressure, and the thickness of a sliding film are directly measured during sliding. The AFM measures normal and lateral (friction) forces between a sharp tip (tip radius R ≈ 20 nm) and a liquid lubricated surface in contact. The lubricant thickness and the true contact area are unknown in AFM friction measurements.
Due to the well-defined contact geometry and its potential to measure the contact area and the lubricant thickness accurately during sliding, the SFA is now commonly used to investigate the detailed friction mechanisms in confined liquid films. The contact geometry in the SFA is also suitable to compare the experimental results with computer simulations. Indeed, some important fundamental mechanisms of friction suggested by SFA experiments are directly supported by simulations [4, 12, 13] .
In this paper, tribological properties of the molecularly thin films of liquid lubricants studied using the SFA are reviewed; considerable attention is focused on the effect of the geometry (shape) of lubricant molecules. Because the nanotribological properties of confined liquid lubricants are very dependent on the packing (ordering) of molecules between opposed surfaces, the geometry (shape) of molecules (symmetric or asymmetric) plays an essential role [1, 14 -20 ] . We start this paper by describing the force measurements using the SFA. Then, the liquid structures of symmetric and asymmetric liquids in confined geometries without sliding (static structures) will be examined. After that, the nanotribological properties (both static and kinetic friction) of confined liquid lubricants will be discussed in relation to their molecular geometries.
The Surface Forces Apparatus (SFA)

General feature of the SFA
The surface forces apparatus (shown schematically in Figure 1 [21] ) has become one of the standard tools for measuring forces between two smooth surfaces separated by liquids and vapors as a function of their separation [1, 22] . By elastically compressing two initially curved surfaces, one can measure the forces (pressures) between two flat surfaces (this contact situation is the case for tribological measurement as described below). Molecularly smooth mica sheets are commonly used as the substrate surfaces.
The distance D between surfaces can be measured or controlled to better than 0.1 nm by the combination of different stage mechanisms such as micrometers, differential spring levers and a piezoelectric crystal transducer. The surface separation can be measured also to 0.1 nm using an optical "multiple beam interferometry" [23] [24] [25] . The fringes of equal chromatic order (FECO) are obtained by passing a beam of white light through the substrate surfaces; the analysis of the fringe pattern enables us to measure the local radius R, flattened contact area A, thickness (surface separation) D and refractive index n of a confined liquid lubricant between surfaces.
For the normal force measurement between two mica surfaces, one of the surfaces is mounted at the end of a double cantilever spring. The deflection of this normal force measuring spring allows us to measure attractive and repulsive forces over the range of more than six orders of magnitude in force and from 0.1 nm to many microns in distance. Depending on the surface geometry, one can obtain the normal force F between two curved surfaces, or the pressure P (= F/A) between two flat surfaces. Figure 1 . Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up of the SFA friction measurements. The two surfaces are compressed together by applying normal load L (pressure P). The intervening lubricant molecules are squeezed out from the contact interface and form a hard-wall film (inset). The bimorph slider is used to generate lateral motions of the lower surface at a constant sliding velocity V and the friction force F is measured by the deflection of the friction measuring spring that supports the upper surface. White light passing normally through the back-silvered mica sheets is focused on a spectrometer slit that results in the FECO interference fringe pattern. Detailed analysis of the fringes enables us to obtain the surface separation (thickness of intervening film D) and the real contact area A during sliding. (Adapted with permission from [21] 
Tribological measurements
Lateral movement of the lower surface at a constant sliding velocity is accomplished with a piezoelectric "bimorph slider" by applying a triangular voltage to the bimorph strips [10] . Typical range of the sliding distance is about 50−100µm.
Lateral (friction) force is measured by the friction force measuring attachment called "friction device" [8, 10] . The upper surface is supported by friction measuring springs of the friction device, and the lateral friction force is measured by the deflection of the friction springs which is detected by semiconductor strain gauges attached on the springs. Equipped with a bimorph slider and a friction device, one can measure friction force F at different applied loads L and sliding velocity V. The FECO fringes are always monitored during sliding, which enables us to obtain the film thickness D and the contact area A in real time. From the shape of the FECO, any wear or damage to the surface can be easily detected as soon as it occurs, allowing one to distinguish between undamaged sliding and friction with wear. All of the results included in this paper are obtained with atomically smooth mica surfaces (wearless friction).
Static Structures of Liquid Lubricant Films in Confinement
When the thickness of a liquid film between two smooth solid surfaces is decreased to the order of molecular dimensions, the system no longer behaves as a structureless continuum. The surface force between the two surfaces does not vary smoothly but oscillates with distance due to the contribution of structural or solvation forces [1] . The periodicity of the force oscillation corresponds to some mean size of the liquid molecules. Figure 2 shows the typical results of the structural forces of liquids measured using the SFA [1, 26] . The examples of two different systems are shown: i) liquid molecules having symmetric shapes such as a spherical molecule (cyclohexane) and saturated linear-chain alkanes (tetradecane and hexadecane); and ii) asymmetric liquid molecules such as a branched alkane (2-methyloctadecane). Oscillatory structural force is observed for the symmetric systems; the periodicity corresponds to the diameter of the spherical cyclohexane and to the width of the hydrocarbon chain for the linear alkanes (the long axis of the hydrocarbon chain preferentially aligns parallel to surfaces). The force oscillation suggests that the molecules form discrete layer structures in the confined films. Asymmetric molecule 2-methyloctadecane exhibits a smooth and nonoscillatory force profile because the asymmetric shape of the molecule prevents it from packing into well-ordered discrete layers.
Spherical molecules, such as cyclohexane and octamectylcycletetrasiloxane (OMCTS, not included in Figure 2 ), and linear hydrocarbon liquids, such as tetradecane and hexadecane, are the representative examples of symmetric liquid molecules. Both symmetric systems exhibit oscillatory structural forces in confinement as is shown in Figure 2 , but the amplitude of the oscillation is larger for the spherical molecule (cyclohexane). Because spherical molecules do not have a major axis to orient to, the molecules can order into a structure not only in the direction normal to substrate surfaces (layering on surfaces) but also in the direction parallel to surfaces (positional ordering in the layered plain). On the other hand, for the linear chain molecules, they can form a discrete layer structure on surfaces but do not have a preferred orientation within the layered plane (no positional or in-plain ordering) [27] . As a result, spherical molecules have more ordered structures than linear chain molecules, which results in the larger oscillation amplitudes in the force profile (spherical molecules obtain deeper free energy minima in the confined film).
The final film thickness under large applied load is important from the tribological viewpoint, which is evaluated from the normal force profiles (Figure 2) . Compression of the two surfaces (decreasing the separation) squeezes out the intervening liquid molecules, but the molecules are not completely squeezed out from the interface and remain as a finite thickness film that supports the normal load (pressure). We can evaluate the final thickness by the distance where structural repulsive force diverges. This is called "hard-wall" thickness. Generally, symmetric liquid systems can pack into well-ordered structures and form thinner hard-wall films. 
Nanotribological Properties of Molecularly Confined Liquid Lubricants
General Features of the Friction and Lubrication of Confined Liquids
Figure 3 schematically shows the relationship between lateral friction or lubrication force and time for liquid lubricated surfaces [26] . When the thickness of the liquid film is thick enough to flow as a bulk Newtonian fluid ("thick film" in Figure 3a ), lateral force rises with time after the commencement of sliding and reaches a plateau. This is the force F for the liquid to flow at a constant sliding velocity V and expressed as . γ ηA
where η is the bulk viscosity, A is the surface area and γ ． is the shear rate (= V/D, D is the liquid film thickness). When sliding is stopped, the lateral force relaxes back to zero. When the thickness of the film is decreased to some molecular dimensions, the molecular motions are highly restricted and the viscosity of the system is increased by many orders of magnitude (referred to as effective viscosity η eff ). The lateral force upon shearing is still described by Equation 1, but the force is much larger than that for the thick system.
For simple liquid systems, solid-like shear properties are often observed for their hard-wall state, which is shown in Figure 3b . The two surfaces are stuck to each other and move together at the commencement of sliding until the lateral force reaches a yield point (F s , static friction force or stiction spike). After sliding occurs, the system sometimes exhibits stick-slip sliding at low shear rate (the lateral movement involves a repeated cycle of sticking and slipping). When sliding is stopped, the lateral force is stored and no force relaxation occurs. It is important to note that the thickness of a confined liquid film during sliding does not always equal its static hard-wall thickness, but varies. The typical example of the thickness change is schematically shown in Figure 4 . In the static state, liquid molecules are geometrically confined and solidified (film is in a hard-wall state). In order to initiate sliding, lateral force must be applied that is large enough to melt the solid-like structure. This brings the density decrease of the system which is achieved by the thickness increase (dilation) of the film, as is illustrated in Figure 4b . The order of the thickness change (dilation) is dependent on the molecular geometry, generally large for symmetric liquids and very small (sometimes below 0.1 nm [15, 28, 29] ) for asymmetric liquids. 
Static Friction (Stiction) of Confined Liquid Lubricants
We now describe the static friction (stiction) of confined liquid lubricants; it closely reflects the static liquid structure of the hard-wall films. In order to investigate the static friction behaviors of confined lubricants, SFA stop-start experiments were performed by a number of authors [14, 15, [18] [19] [20] 30] . Figure 5 shows the example of a SFA stop-start experiment for the molecularly confined film of an asymmetric liquid lubricant, 1,3-dimethylbutyl octyl ether (DBOE) in the hard-wall thickness (D = 1.7 nm) [18, 20] . Figure 5a shows the exact friction traces obtained at different surface stopping times. Sliding is stopped for certain time t, then restarted; meanwhile the friction force is continuously measured as a function of time. If the stopping time is shorter than the characteristic nucleation time, τ n , there is no change in the friction when it is restarted. However, when the stopping time exceeds τ n , a stiction spike appears whose height ∆F (= F s − F k , F s is a static friction force and F k is a kinetic friction force) increases logarithmically with stopping time (Figure 5b ). The τ n is obtained from the extrapolation of the logarithmic fit of the data to the abscissa. In the case of Figure 5a , τ n = 3.3 s.
In general, there are two distinct aging mechanisms in stiction (static friction), geometrical aging and structural aging [31, 32] . Geometrical aging affects the real contact area due to the plastic creep deformation of contact interfaces, and structural aging induces changes of the structure of intervening liquid films. Both aging mechanisms are time dependent; the contact area increases with aging time and the structural change of liquids also proceeds with time. In the SFA stiction measurements, the real contact area is always monitored and the result shown in Figure 5b is already in effect normalized by the contact area. Therefore, we can exclude the effect of geometrical aging and evaluate the effect of structural aging on stiction qualitatively and quantitatively. This is the big advantage to using SFA for the study of stiction behavior of confined liquid lubricants. [b) Reproduced with permission from [20] . Copyright 2009 by American Institute of Physics]. Figure 6 shows the other examples of the stiction spike measurements for symmetric (linear chain molecule hexadecane [14] ) and asymmetric (squalane [15] ) liquid systems. The results of the squalane system resemble those of DBOE; the spike height grows slowly and logarithmically with stopping time t. In contrast, symmetric liquid hexadecane displays a different behavior. An abrupt and finite stiction force appears once stopping time t is longer than τ n ( Figure 6a ). It is almost an "all or none" response, and only a slight increase in the spike height is observed for longer t (>τ n ).
The molecular mechanisms involved in the stop-start dynamics are discussed. In the SFA stop-start experiments, the confined film is slid before stopping and molecules in the film may not have a completely disordered structure but have shear-aligned configurations (discussed further in the following section) [15, 26, 33 ] . When sliding is stopped, the system relaxes from shear-aligned configuration to more disordered configuration. This molecular rearrangement induces a lateral force drop (relaxation) at stopping as is observed in Figure 5a . This rearrangement should be accompanied by a thickness decrease; Drummond and Israelachvili directly observed the thickness decrease at stopping for the confined squalane film [15] . If surface stopping time t is shorter than τ n , the film is in the disordered state (liquid-like) and does not have stiction spike at the commencement of sliding (liquid-like response as is shown in Figure 3a ). In the disordered liquid-like film, molecular rearrangement continues with t and molecules tend to pack into static structure to obtain the free energy minima in confinement (like the schematic structure shown in Figure 4a) ; the film finally reaches a solid-like state. Hence, the nucleation time τ n is the time required for the conformational (orientational) rearrangements of molecules from shear-ordered configuration to disordered liquid-like configuration and then to a static solid-like structure. The τ n is of course dependent on molecular mobility, and increasing applied load or decreasing temperature generally increases τ n because both effects decrease the molecular mobility in the film [14, 18, 20, 30] (see Figure 6a ). The brief mechanism discussed here is rather suitable to describe the behavior of asymmetric liquid molecules; symmetric liquids include some different features (discussed below). There are two possible solidification mechanisms of liquids in confinement; wall-induced epitaxitial crystallization [16, 34 -36 ] and confinement-induced glasslike transitions [4,13, 37 -41 ] . This is a controversial issue and it is difficult to distinguish the two mechanisms precisely by SFA experiments. However, detailed analysis of the phase transition behaviors, particularly the continuous or abrupt features of the transitions, enables us to estimate the molecular mechanisms.
As was already mentioned, the stopping time dependence of the stiction spike height of the symmetric hexadecane shows an abrupt "all or none" behavior, which is reminiscent of a first-orderlike transition. The first-order-like abrupt transition between liquid and solid-like phase for hexadecane is also observed for the transition between stick-slip and smooth sliding along with the change in the sliding velocity, which will be described in the next section.
In contrast, slow and continuous transition from liquid to solid-like state (continuous growth of ∆F/A on t) observed for the stiction behavior of asymmetric liquid systems, DBOE and squalane, resembles a glasslike transition. According to the conventional theories of glass transitions of bulk polymers, "slowing down" of molecular motions (increase in relaxation times) occurs due to the continuous decrease of collectively rearranging volume of molecules at low temperature [42] . It is reasonable to assume that the effect of confinement on the "slowing down" of molecular motions is
essentially equivalent to that of decreasing temperature [4, 10, 13, [41] [42] [43] . Asymmetric molecules do not form discrete layer structures but pack more densely along with decreasing thickness, and the system should transit into glass at (or near) the hard-wall thickness.
Molecular mechanisms associated with the formation of stiction spike for asymmetric systems can be explained from the molecular volume decrease and continuous glasslike transition [20] . We consider that the critical nucleation time τ n is that required for the system to reach a critical molecular volume for a glasslike transition. When sliding is stopped, molecular rearrangement starts from shearaligned kinetic structure to static structure as was mentioned. This rearrangement gradually reduces the molecular volume of molecules and a glasslike transition occurs at t = τ n . Glass has out of equilibrium structures and exhibits slow and continuous relaxation; the system is able to pack more densely and reach deeper energy minima along with t (>τ n ). Therefore, the shear stress required to bring the system out of the local energy minimum into a sliding configuration increases with time. This continuous increase commonly exhibits logarithmic dependence, which is observed in Figures 5b and 6b . Actually, this explanation is not limited to glasslike dynamics in confined liquids but generally applicable to the dynamics of bulk polymer glass [42, [44] [45] [46] .
We should note that the logarithmic dependence of static friction on surface stopping (aging) time is not a specific feature for nanotribological systems but observed in a variety of macroscopic friction systems and materials such as geological systems (earthquakes), polymer materials, papers, steels, etc. [31, 32, [47] [48] [49] [50] . These macroscopic surfaces are not molecularly smooth but rough and the systems have multiple contacts at the sliding interface. For such cases, the origin of the logarithmic dependence of static friction on stopping time should be largely due to the contribution of geometric aging; the real contact area gradually and logarithmically increases with time because of the plastic creep deformation of the interface [31, 49] .
The force decay behavior of the stiction spike during slipping is also important. As is shown in Figure 5a , the force decay of the confined DBOE for the spike at t = 120 s is fitted by a double exponential function and two relaxation times are obtained. In the case of Figure 5a , they are τ 1 = 3.1 s and τ 2 = 25.8 s, which are much longer than the time scales of any conceivable single molecule relaxations [ 51 ] . This indicates that the relaxation is governed by the cooperative molecular phenomena, which also implies glasslike dynamics for the DBOE system [20] . The double exponential fit of the force decay was also reported for the stick-slip friction of confined asymmetric squalane [16] ; the relaxation times of τ 1 = 1.7 s and τ 2 = 30.7 s were obtained that are very close to the values for DBOE.
It is interesting to compare the molecular relaxation times on stopping and those on starting in the stop-start dynamics. For the DBOE system shown in Figure 5 , the time scale for the phase transition from kinetic structure to solidlike structure on stopping is 3.3 s (=τ n ), which is very close to the short relaxation time of the stiction force decay on starting (τ 1 = 3.1 s). Figure 7 shows the comparison of the characteristic nucleation time τ n and the short relaxation time on starting τ 1 for the DBOE systems at different applied pressures. The two relaxation times are almost equal to each other at the same applied pressures, and both time constants exhibit exponential dependence on applied pressure [20] . The agreement of the two relaxation times implies that the solidification on stopping and its melting transition on starting are reversible molecular processes. According to the WLF (Williams-Landel-Ferry) theories for the dynamics of bulk polymer glasses [42, 52 ] , the relationship between the relaxation time of molecular motion τ and pressure P is given by
where B is a constant and f is the fractional free volume of molecules. Applicability of the WLF theories for the relaxation behavior of the confined asymmetric DBOE is another experimental evidence to support a glasslike mechanism of the solidification. The agreement of τ n on stopping and τ 1 on starting is not observed for symmetric linear alkanes. As is shown in Figure 6a , the values of τ n for hexadecane are in the range of 7 to 30 s. On the other hand, the τ 1 values are much shorter than τ n . The τ 1 for hexadecane is too short to be evaluated precisely by a conventional SFA technique; lateral force dropped immediately to a kinetic friction force as soon as it reached a yield point [14] . This means that the solidification on stopping and its melting on starting for the symmetric hexadecane film are not the reversible molecular process. One of the plausible mechanisms of the dynamics is as follows [20] : the confined hexadecane film could be in a supercooled state when sliding is stopped, and the τ n may correspond to the time constant for the phase transition from supercooled state to crystalline along with aging. On the other hand, the τ 1 on slipping may reflect the melting transition of the crystal structure. It is difficult to clarify this speculation only by experiments; further studies including computer simulations are required to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying these dynamics.
Kinetic Friction and Stick-Slip Sliding
According to the old theories of friction (Amontons' law [2, 53] ), friction force is independent of sliding velocity. This empirical friction law was established in 17th century based on the purely geometrical model of interlocking asperities and is still effective for many practical tribological systems. However, for the friction of molecularly smooth surfaces separated by a confined liquid lubricant, we have to consider the effect of the mobility of confined liquid molecules instead of the effect of interlocking asperities. Therefore, we have to bring the idea of a "molecular relaxation (time scale)", which is the main concept in rheology, also into tribology. Nanotribology of confined liquids must be discussed as a function of time (sliding velocity). Figure 8 shows the schematic illustration of the effect of sliding velocity on friction force ("friction phase diagram" established by Yoshizawa and Israelachvili [2, 14, 54] ). Friction force varies with sliding velocity and exhibits a maximum when the characteristic transit time (sliding velocity) equals the relaxation time of molecular motion at the sliding interface. The ratio between the two time scales is commonly known as the Deborah number, De, defined by De = relaxation time / transit time (3) so that maximum friction occurs when De ≈ 1. A single maximum peak is schematically illustrated in Figure 8 . However, there are multiple molecular relaxation mechanisms at the sliding interface in real tribological systems and friction force-sliding velocity curves obtained from experiments suggest the existence of multiple peaks and valleys [18, 19, 30, 55] . For a liquid or liquid-like film we expect the friction force to increase with the sliding velocity (like a Newtonian liquid) until the sliding velocity reaches De = 1, above which velocity the friction force falls. Stick-slip friction usually appears in the negative slope regime. [2, 14, 54] . Maximum friction occurs where De = 1. Increasing applied load (pressure) retards the molecular motions at the sliding interface and shifts the curve to lower sliding velocities. On the contrary, increasing temperature increases the molecular mobility and shifts the curve to higher velocities. Figure 9 shows the relationship between shear stress S (= kinetic friction force F / contact area A) and sliding velocity V for the asymmetric DBOE film [18] . Before we discuss the effect of sliding velocity, we briefly summarize the effect of applied load (pressure) on friction force (shear stress). The shear stress (friction force at unit area) increases with the increase of the applied pressure (applied load normalized by the contact area). According to the old theories of friction (Amontons' law [2, 53] ), friction force F is proportional to applied load L 
where µ is the friction coefficient. This is an empirical law based on the purely geometrical model of interlocking asperities. Sliding of the two surfaces proceeds by overcoming the asperities (the upper surface moves up against the force of gravity to overcome the asperities, which gives a proportional load dependence). It is interesting to note that the friction of molecularly smooth surfaces also depends on applied load because the sliding is also accompanied by the lifting up of the upper surface by some fraction of an atomic or molecular dimension to overcome the molecular-scale asperities or surface lattices. In this situation, the normal load is enlarged by attractive surface forces and Amontons' law is modified by
where F 0 is the friction force at zero load [2] . For the friction of molecular smooth surfaces, finite friction force is occasionally observed even when the applied load is zero due to the contribution of adhesive surface forces, which is included as F 0 . Note that according to Equation 5 , µ is given by the slope of the friction force vs. load curve, dF/dL, rather than the absolute value of F/L; the latter is the more traditional definition of µ given by Equation 4 . Equation 5 appears to apply both at the macroscopic and nanoscopic scales (scale invariant friction law) [56] . In SFA friction measurements, the real contact area A can be directly measured by FECO and the magnitude of friction can be quantitatively described by the friction force at unit area, shear stress S. Then we obtain where S 0 is the critical shear stress (shear stress at zero normal pressure) [2] . If the surface force between two surfaces separated by a lubricant liquid is purely repulsive, F 0 ≈ 0 (S 0 ≈ 0) and friction force is simply proportional to L (Equation 4, load-controlled friction). On the other hand, for highly adhesive systems, F 0 (S 0 ) is large and µ is very small (adhesion-controlled friction). The friction of molecularly smooth mica surfaces covered by a surfactant monolayer sometimes shows typical adhesion-controlled friction (S = S 0 and µ ≈ 0) [57] . The friction coefficients µ (= dF/dL) of the DBOE system in Figure 9 range from 0.01 to about 0.2 depending on the sliding conditions (e.g., sliding velocity and applied pressure). Symmetric liquid systems generally give larger µ, sometimes larger than 1 [2, 14, 26] . For a detailed discussion on the effects of loads or pressures, see Reference [2] for example. Now we discuss the effect of sliding velocity on friction in Figure 9 . The shear stress curves for the DBOE show apparent sliding velocity dependence. At low sliding velocity (V < 0.1 µm/s), shear stress decreases with V. Shear stress curves exhibit a minimum at V ≈ 0.02 µm/s and above the velocity shear stress increases with V. This velocity dependence implies that there are at least two friction force maxima (De = 1) associated with two different molecular relaxation processes at low V and high V regions, which are outside the sliding velocity range covered by the measurement. Friction features dramatically change with sliding velocity. The system shows stick-slip friction in the negative slope regime (dS/dV < 0) and smooth sliding is observed for the positive slope regime (dS/dV > 0) (see the insets of Figure 9 ). The velocity for the friction minimum (dS/dV = 0) corresponds to the critical velocity (V c ) for the stick-slip friction. Stick-slip friction is observed for many different confined liquid systems, both symmetric and asymmetric molecules, sheared at low sliding velocity. Figure 10 shows the examples of the stick-slip friction of a) symmetric hexadecane [14, 58] and b) asymmetric squalane [16, 59] . For the symmetric hexadecane, the stick-slip amplitude does not depend much on sliding velocity when sliding velocity is lower than the critical stick-slip velocity V c . At V = V c , stick-slip spikes eventually disappear and smooth sliding is observed. On the other hand, the stick-slip behavior of the confined squalane is apparently continuous; stick-slip amplitudes gradually and continuously decrease with increasing sliding velocity and the system shifts to smooth sliding when sliding velocity reaches V c .
There are three theoretical models for the fundamental mechanisms of stick-slip friction; rough surfaces model, velocity-dependent friction model, and phase transition model [2, 14, 60] . For the confined lubricant liquid systems studied here, the phase transition model is the most important mechanism to understand the stick-slip behavior. In this model, cyclic transitions occur between static state (solidlike phase during sticking) and kinetic state (liquid-like phase during slipping). Therefore, it is reasonable to correlate the molecular mechanisms of stick-slip dynamics with those of stiction dynamics discussed in the previous section. Stick-slip friction is obtained at a constant driving velocity. However, the relative velocity between the two surfaces is not constant but varies during the stick-slip cycles. During sticking, the relative velocity between surfaces is zero and the two sticking surfaces move at a given driving velocity [61] . Decreasing driving velocity prolongs the time in the sticking regime, which corresponds to the long stopping (aging) time in the stop-start stiction measurements. In contrast, stick-slip does not appear at high driving velocity because the system does not have enough time to solidify, which corresponds to the case of no stiction spikes at t < τ n in the stop-start measurements. On the basis of this idea, critical sliding velocity for the stick-slip friction V c and the critical nucleation time τ n for stiction is quantitatively correlated as follows [2, 14] :
where (F s − F k ) is the stick-slip amplitude and K is the spring constant of the friction measuring spring. This equation does not consider the sliding velocity dependence of stick-slip amplitude and therefore could be rather suitable for the abrupt (discontinuous) transition systems. Indeed the critical velocity for the symmetric hexadecane is well predicted by Equation 7 inserting the values obtained from sliding and stop-start measurements.
Comparison of the Molecular Mechanisms between Stiction and Stick-Slip Friction
It is interesting to compare the shear dynamics between stiction and stick-slip friction because both include solid-liquid transitions in confinement and under shear. The solidification mechanism (first-order-like or glasslike) that governs the dynamics of stiction and stick-slip friction is basically the same for most of the symmetric and asymmetric liquids in confinement. However, for the case of asymmetric DBOE, stiction and stick-slip friction are governed by different solidification mechanisms, which will be described below.
For the symmetric hexadecane film, stick-slip amplitude is not very sensitive to sliding velocity (V < V c ), and the transition from stick-slip to smooth sliding occurs abruptly at V c (Figure 10a ). This "all or none" feature is similar to that we observe for the stiction dynamics of the same system (Figure 6a ).
No stiction spike appears when the stopping time t < τ n . When t exceeds τ n , spike appears whose height does not depend much on t. These results lead to a conclusion that a first-order-like solidification (crystallization) should be the major mechanism for the stick-slip and stiction dynamics of symmetric hexadecane in confinement [2, 14, 16, [35] [36] 62, 63] . This explanation is consistent with the well-ordered layer structure in the hexadecane film as probed by a normal force measurement (Figure 2) . Spherical molecules such as cyclohexane and OMCTS also show abrupt (discontinuous) solid-liquid transitions in stick-slip and stiction dynamics.
The stick-slip to smooth transition for the asymmetric squalane exhibits a continuous nature ( Figure  10b ). Stick-slip amplitude is large at low sliding velocity and gradually decreases with the increase of sliding velocity, and stick-slip disappears at V c (stick-slip amplitude diminishes below the noise level). This smooth transition reminds us of a continuous solidification behavior in the stiction dynamics of the same systems. As was already discussed, the stiction dynamics of asymmetric squalane are successfully explained from the theories of a confinement-induced glasslike transition [4, 13, 16, [38] [39] [40] [41] . The same mechanism can be applied to the stick-slip dynamics; increase in the stick-slip amplitude along with the decrease in sliding velocity could result from the more densely-packed structures induced by long time aging (low sliding velocity gives long sticking or aging time in the stick-slip cycles). This structural change also induces the growth of the length scales of correlated structures in three dimensions. Drummond and Israelachvili [15] reported that branched hydrocarbon lubricants such as poly-α-olefin and a mixture of branched hydrocarbons also exhibit a continuous glasslike nature of the dynamics in stick-slip and stiction behaviors.
Strictly speaking, the stopping (aging) conditions are not exactly the same between during sticking in the stick-slip cycles and during stopping in stiction. As was already mentioned, in the stiction measurements, lateral force drops immediately when lateral movement is stopped (Figure 5a) , indicative of some molecular rearrangements from kinetic structures (possibly have shear-aligned conformations) to static structures (more disordered conformations). On the other hand, in the stickslip cycles the two sticking surfaces move together at a given driving velocity and lateral force is continuously applied (no relaxation in the lateral stress), which may have the effect of maintaining the shear-aligned kinetic conformations even during sticking. The different force relaxation behaviors in stiction and stick-slip friction do not have an essential effect on the dynamics of symmetric and asymmetric systems, but have a significant effect on the dynamics of the confined DBOE system.
Yamada [18, 20] compared the stiction and stick-slip friction of asymmetric liquid DBOE in confinement. Continuous stiction spike behavior against stopping time is observed as is shown in Figure 5b . Logarithmic dependence of the spike height on stopping time suggests glasslike dynamics. In addition, the relaxation time analysis (Figure 7 ) also implies the glasslike solidification nature. Figure 11 shows the stick-slip amplitude of the same system as a function of sliding velocity. The stick-slip amplitude does not decrease continuously with the increase of sliding velocity but the stickslip abruptly disappears near V c , which resembles a first-order-like transition. The stick-slip amplitude does not depend much on applied pressure, which is also consistent with the first-order-like mechanism (glasslike dynamics are more sensitive to applied pressure [42, 52] ). The different solidification mechanisms in stiction and stick-slip dynamics for the confined DBOE film could be explained as follows: i) aging with lateral stress relaxation (in the case of stiction) leads to a "rather disordered" glasslike structure, and ii) aging without lateral stress relaxation (in stick-slip friction) may retain the shear-aligned molecular conformations even during sticking [33] which could lead to a crystal-like structure. Israelachvili et al. [64] studied the shear dynamics of an anisotropic (dye) molecule using the FECO spectroscopy in the SFA and concluded that lateral shear force actually leads to a local alignment of molecules and triggers nucleation and crystallization. The same effect could be expected for the stick-slip dynamics of the DBOE system. Table 1 summarizes the stiction and stick-slip dynamics of symmetric and asymmetric liquid systems in confinement [20] . Symmetric spherical and linear chain molecules exhibit discontinuous stiction and stick-slip dynamics, indicative of a first-order-like crystallization in the static-kinetic transitions. In contrast, (highly-) asymmetric liquid molecules such as squalane tend to exhibit a continuous nature of stiction and stick-slip transitions on the basis of a glasslike transition. For the continuous glasslike systems, the stiction spike height and stick-slip amplitude reach plateaus at long stopping or sticking time. This is possibly due to the fact that the length scales of cooperative rearrangement (essential nature of a glasslike transition) become saturated in a confined geometry [20] . Table 1 includes an exceptional example (asymmetric DBOE) that exhibits different solidification mechanisms between stiction and stick-slip friction, which may reflect the effect of lateral (residual) stress during stopping (aging) and resulting conformational relaxations. "discontinuous" first-order-like transition (crystallization)
"continuous" glasslike transition
Complex Shear Behaviors of Confined Asymmetric Liquids
Because asymmetric liquid molecules form disordered structures in confinement, their dynamic properties are much more complex than those of symmetric liquids. In this section, we describe some examples of the complex shear behaviors of asymmetric liquids. Figure 12 shows the friction traces for the confined films of an asymmetric liquid lubricant 1,3-dimethylbutyl hexadecyl ether (DBHE) in the hard-wall state (thickness D = 1.7nm) [19] . Friction traces at three different sliding velocities are shown. At low sliding velocity (a), smooth sliding is observed (Smooth I regime). Static friction force (F s ) appears at the commencement of sliding. At high sliding velocity (c), smooth sliding is again observed (Smooth II regime). In this regime, the system exhibits no static friction. Between the two smooth regime, unstable sliding is observed; friction force exhibits cyclic "bumps and valleys". Most of the unstable sliding such as stick-slip friction appears below some critical sliding velocity (below a smooth sliding regime). However, for the DBHE system there are (at least) two critical velocities and two smooth regimes; the unstable regime locates between the two smooth regimes.
The unique velocity dependence of the friction behavior, two smooth sliding regimes at low and high sliding velocity and unstable regime between them, was first reported by Drummond et.al. [65, 66] for the sliding of surfactant monolayer-coated mica surfaces in water. They measured the sliding velocity dependence of friction behavior in a very wide velocity range and found a stick-slip regime between two smooth sliding regimes. The stick-slip behavior is very different from common stick-slip friction; stick-slip spikes pointed down rather than up ("inverted" stick-slip friction). The molecular mechanism of the new unstable sliding was studied experimentally [67] and theoretically [68] , and the following model has been proposed. The smooth sliding at low sliding velocity is governed by the formation and rupture of adhesive bonds between shearing surfaces (elastic contribution), which is accomplished by the slipping between adsorbed surfactant molecules. The smooth sliding at high sliding velocity is governed by the flow of molecules under shear (viscous contribution), which implies the desorption of surfactant molecules from substrate surfaces. The "inverted" stick-slip friction is the transition state between the two different kinetic sliding states, slipping between adsorbed molecules and flow of detached molecules. On the basis of the above models, Yamada [19] proposed plausible mechanisms to explain the unstable sliding of DBHE (Figure 13b ). The DBHE molecule has an asymmetric shape and the confined film has rather a disordered structure. The molecules in the film should interdigitate between each other. At low sliding velocity, molecules in the film are adsorbed on highly-adhesive mica surfaces and slipping could occur between the adsorbed molecules (Smooth I regime). Increasing sliding velocity tends to stretch or "iron" the molecules, which reduce the interdigitation of molecules between each other [15, 69, 70] . Then, molecules at the center of the film may be decoupled from mica surfaces and flow with sliding motions (Smooth II regime). Figure 13a schematically shows the friction map for the confined DBHE system; showing the different friction states depending on the sliding velocity. At very low sliding velocity, regular stick-slip sliding (transition between static friction and kinetic friction) is expected, which is deduced from the existence of the static friction response in Figure 12a and stop-start stiction measurements [19] . Figure 13 . a) Schematic friction map (friction force-sliding velocity curve) for the confined DBHE film. The stop-start measurement for this system shows a stiction spike after a long stopping time. Therefore, friction maximum at very low sliding velocity is expected, which corresponds to a static friction force. b) The plausible molecular models for the two smooth sliding regimes are shown, which represent the effect of sliding velocity on the change of molecular conformations and resulting shift of slip planes.
(Adapted with permission from [19] . Copyright 2008 by American Chemical Society.)
We should add two more points on the complexity of the nanotribology of asymmetric systems. First, the friction mechanisms of confined asymmetric liquids include a glasslike long-range cooperative effect, which gives longer correlation times for relaxation and also longer sliding distances to reach a steady sliding state [15, 16] . Second, chaotic stick-slip behavior is occasionally observed just below V c (Figure 10b) [15, 16, 59, 71] , which is also a characteristic feature of the complex tribology of asymmetric liquid systems. The transition from stick-slip to smooth sliding along with the sliding velocity is continuous for glasslike systems, and the definition of V c is the velocity above which no more stick-slip spikes are observed (stick-slip amplitude is below the noise level). Near V c , static force necessary to initiate sliding of surfaces becomes extremely sensitive to sliding conditions such as perturbation, fluctuation or sliding velocity; this is the reason for the chaotic stick-slip friction.
Future Prospects
In this paper, nanotribological properties of the molecularly confined films of symmetric and asymmetric liquid lubricants investigated using the SFA are reviewed. Many aspects of liquid structures and resulting nanotribological dynamics are successfully explained from the view of two solidification mechanisms of liquids in confinement and under shear; first-order-like discontinuous transition (crystallization) and continuous glasslike transitions. However, we have to mention that there are still controversial discussions on the solidification mechanisms in confined films: i) It is difficult to exclude the possibility of the formation of poly-crystalline states for asymmetric liquid systems; we cannot precisely distinguish the two states (poly-crystalline or glasslike) by conventional SFA experiments. ii) There are publications that report continuous glasslike dynamics for highly-symmetric spherical liquid molecules. Granick et al. examined the nanorheological properties of the molecularly thin films of OMCTS using the SFA and found the continuous increase of relaxation times along with the thickness decrease [38, 72] . This is totally incompatible with the abrupt dynamic transitions between solid-like state and liquid-like state for symmetric liquid systems described in this paper. The apparatus and experimental conditions of Granick's works are slightly different from those of most of the works referred in this paper, but we do not have sufficient explanations for the discrepancy. iii) Bureau [73] recently reported that the liquid structures in confinement are very dependent on the confinement rate. They studied the molecular layering of a linear alkane n-hexadecane and found that the layering (ordering) is observed when the liquid is confined at an extremely low confinement rate. Increasing confinement rate induces disordered liquid structures even for the symmetric linear liquid. The results included in this paper were obtained under sufficiently low confinement rate; detailed analysis of the rate effect should further improve our understanding on the structuring of liquids in confinement. iv) The structures and properties in confined liquid films are not uniform in both thickness and in-plain directions. Density distribution of molecules is not uniform in the thickness direction as probed by normal force measurements (see Figure 2 ) [1] . Also, the contact pressure for Hertzian contact shows a maximum at the center of the contact area, which induces non-uniform molecular density distributions within the contact area [74] . Friction behavior observed by the SFA represents the average properties of the entire film and masks a variety of different local mechanisms of sliding within the film. Improvement of the experimental technique with the SFA could shed new light on the complex behaviors of the dynamics of confined liquids. Heuberger et al. improved the SFA by introducing fast spectral correlation (FSC) interferometry [6, 75] . The accuracy of the thickness and refractive index measurements of confined liquids using this technique is improved by a factor of about 10 to 30 compare with the conventional setting of the SFA measurements. Kurihara et al. established a new shear force measuring technique called shear force resonance method [76, 77] . The advantage of this method is an extremely high sensitivity to any change in the fluidity of intervening liquid films attained by the high shear resonance response. Also, combination of the SFA with a variety of spectroscopic techniques is proposed recently, which enables us to investigate the detailed and/or local structures of confined liquids during shear. Israelachvili et.al. studied the structure and dynamics of the molecularly confined films of a liquid-crystal using the combination of SFA and X-ray scattering [78] . Granick and coworkers have reported the measurements of confined liquid dynamics using the SFA with two spectroscopic techniques; fluorescence correlation spectroscopy [74, 79] , and confocal Raman spectroscopy [80] [81] [82] . These studies reveal the heterogeneous dynamics of liquid molecules within the confined films.
Summary and Conclusions
The shear properties of liquid lubricants confined at nanoscale are very different from those of bulk rheological properties. The relaxation times of molecular motions are prolonged by many orders of magnitude and the systems show solid-like responses when sheared slowly. The solidification of liquids in confinement and resulting dynamic properties are very dependent on the geometric feature (shape) of liquid molecules because the dynamics are governed by the packing of molecules in confined geometries and during shear. Detailed friction measurements of the molecularly thin films of symmetric and asymmetric liquid lubricants using the surface forces apparatus enable us to discuss the relationship between molecular geometry and nanotribological properties.
Symmetric liquid molecules, such as linear chain molecules and spherical molecules, tend to pack into well-ordered structures in confinement. The stiction and stick-slip friction behaviors suggest a first-order-like discontinuous transition between solid-like phase and liquid-like phase upon shearing, indicative of a confinement-induced and/or shear-induced crystallization. In contrast, stiction and stick-slip properties of liquids having asymmetric molecular shapes generally exhibit a continuous nature of the solid-liquid transitions, indicative of a glasslike transition induced by confinement and shear. The nanotribological dynamics of asymmetric liquid molecules are much complex due to a variety of packing structures in confinement and during shear.
